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Seven Japanese research vessels tagged a total of 8,367 
salmon on the high seas in 1966. This includes 2~ockeye, 2,698 
chums, 5,209 pink, 159 coho and 9 chinook (Table lj:' The fish tagged 
were caught by longlines, and. all were tagged with disk tags. At the 
time of release, species and body length 1iere recorded and scales were 
sampled. In this report are given by area, a description of the 
tagging operations in 1966 and information on salmon distribution and 
migration on the basis of tag recoveries already made on the high 
seas from the releases this year. 

1. INFORMATION ON THE TAGGING IN 1966 

1. The northwest Pacific south of h8°N 

Five research boats operated in this area from mid-April to 
July and tagged ill sockeye, 2,387 chum, 5,186 pink end 159 coho. 
In this area, emphasis was placed on tagging fish subject to the 
cOlllmercial fisheries, so that many tags were placed on pink salmon, 
vmich are distributed in greater numbers in this area (Tables 2-3, 
2-4, 2-5, 2-6, 2-7). Tagging was carried out mainly in the waters 
west of 174°v1, particularly west of l75°E and south of 41+ oN. 

(a) Sockeye 

Higher recovery rates "Tere observed from sockeye released at 
46°3l'N, l7lol5'E, in mid-~1ay. According to these recovery results, 
it is indicated that the majority of sockeye distributed in this area 
in Nay w'ere milling, with a slight tendency to northward movement, 
frolll May to July, although some of them migrated to the north or 
northeast at a very high speed (Fi g. 1- (B)( C)(D) ) . One sockeye 
tagged at 44°N, l6loE, in late April was recovered at 49°N, l68°E 
in early July. 

(b) Chum 

Although chum tagged west of l50 0E in April were very few, 
all of the recoveries show east,.,ard movement. 

A number of chums "Tere tagged east of l600E in April, and 
almost ail of the recoveries w'ere reported from 'vest of the tagging 
locations in May and June. Some were recovered from north of the 

'***Tables and figures referred to in this report are contained in 
INPFC Doc. 892. -1-



tagging locations in July (Fig. 2-(A)(B) (C». 

Almost all recoveries from chums tagged at 16o'E-167'E and 
43'N-45'N in May were from waters west of the tagging locations during 
JWle. All returns from those tagged at l71'15'E and 46'30'N in May 
were reported from north of the tagging locations during JWle and July 
(Fig. 2-(E)(F». 

From tagged chums released in June east of 155'E, recoveries 
were made northeast of the tagging positions during July. From those 
tagged at 159'E-163'E in JWle, one fish 'fas recovered northwest and 
one southeast of the tagging locations during JWle (Fig. 2-(G)(H». 
Some fish ~Tere tagged in July, but no recovery has been reported from 
high seas. Since high seas fishing groWlds are generally biased 
geographically and chronologically, it is very difficult to follow the 
real migration routes of fish from high sea tag recoveries. However, 
it is indicated at least that there .Tere groups of chums milling for 
a rather long period from April to JWle in the waters south of 45'N. 
It was also observed that some groups of chums .Tere moving northVlard 
early in the season in the waters east of 170'E and some were migrating 
westward slightly farther to the west (16o'E-167'E). 

(c) Pink 

Considerable numbers of pinl~s .lere tagged in the waters east 
of 1600 E at 40'N-43'N in April. Most of the recoveries in May and 
JWle were from northeast of the tagging locations (Fig. 3-(A)(B». 
Some of those tagged in the same waters in May were recovered northeast 
of the tagging locations in May and JWle. However, those tagged in the 
waters Vlest of 150'E during May, June and July shmfed a somewhat higher 
recovery rate to the northwest. On the other hand, almost all recoveries 
of those tagged east of 165'E in May were made to the north or northVlest 
of the tagging locations in May and JWle (Fig. 3-(C)(D», and these fish 
appear to have moved at a higher speed. The tagging in JWle was con
ducted in an extensive area from 145'E to l75'E. Recoveries were made 
in a random pattern, some northeast and some northwest of the tagging 
places, although there was a general tendency for the fish to move 
northward in all parts of these waters during JWle. This was also 
true of recoveries during July from July releases (Fig. 3-(F)(I». 

In past years, pink salmon bOWld for rivers in Sakhalin, the 
Kuril Islands and Hokkaido have been distributed in relatively 
westerly areas from lnid-JWle on. Therefore, the recoveries mentioned 
above may indicate that these groups were intermixed with those bOWld 
for farther north. 

These results ShOVT the follovTing facts, although there is again 
the limitation already mentioned in the chum salmon section: 

(1) There were some groups moving easb'lard in the waters 
between 40'N and 42'N, at least in the earlier part of the season 
(May and JWle). 
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(2) In the same period. of the season, some groups moved 
north or northwest"l-rard in the waters east of l65°E. 

(3) In the later part of the season, groups migrating 
north or northwestward increased in the more westerly .areas. 

(d) Coho 

Many tags were recovered from the releases made at l75°E-178°E, 
43°N-45°N in mid and late June. All of them were recovered northwest 
of the tagging locations in early and mid-July. 

2. Aleutian waters 

One research vessel operated in the Pacific Ocean adjacent to 
the Aleutian Chain from early May to late May, and tagged 133 sockeye, 
102 chum and 12 pink (Table 2-2). Sockeye tagging ... Tas done mostly in 
the waters east of 17loW and chum were tagged mainly in the waters west 
of l75°W. 

(a) Sockeye 

All recoveries from the releases made east of l75°W in May were 
from Bristol Bay. As no tagged sockeye was recovered from the releases 
in this area by motherships, it is estimated that almost no Bristol Bay 
sockeye migrated "Test of l75°W in 1966 (Fig. l-(C), (n)). 

(b) Chum 

Of chum salmon released at l75°W in May, one was recovered 
northwest and one west of the tagging location in June. It is inter
esting that all of the recoveries from the releases at l75°E came from 
southwest of the tagging location (Fig. 2-(E) 

(c) Pink 

Very few pinlc salmon were tagged. No recovery was made from 
the high seas. 

3. Bering Sea 

One research vessel operated in the waters off Cape Navarin, 
in the Gulf of Anadyr, in the vicnity of St. Lawrence Island and in the 
central part of the Bering Sea (including "Test of the Komandorski 
Islands) and tagged 48 sockeye, 209 chum, 11 pink and 8 chinook 
salmon (Table 2-1). Very few salmon were tagged in the northern 
Bering Sea because almost all salmon in that area were in an advanced 
stage of maturity and could not be caught by longlines. In the central 
part of the Bering Sea, however, immature soclceye and chum were distri
buted in early July and early August. Quite a number of these fish were 
tagged. No recovery has been reported from these releases as yet. 
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II. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM TAGGING PRIOR TO 1965 

(a) Sockeye 

From the 1965 releases at 46°N-48°N, 161o E-167°E, in mid and 
late June, four sockeye were recovered from the Kamchatka Peninsula in 
the summer of 1965. Three of them were from Ozernaia River (southwest 
Kamchatka) and one from Kamchatka River. One sockeye tagged at 51oN, 
167°30'W in mid-May was recovered from Bristol Bay, and one released 
at 55°N, 152°W in late May was reported from Southeastern Alaska 
(Fig. l-(E)). These results are not different from those obtained in 
the past. 

(b) Chum 

According to newly added information, one chum tagged in the 
Pacific Ocean south of the Kamchatka Peninsula in June of 1962 was 
recovered from the Okhotsk district in the summer of 1964 (Fig. 2-(I)). 
Two chum released in the waters southeast of Kamchatl~ in May of 1964 
and one tagged in the Okhotsk Sea off southwest Kamchatka were recovered 
from the Okhotsk district in the summer of that year (Fig. 2-(T)). 
Five tagged in the Bering Sea and near Attu Island in 1965 were recovered 
from Hokkaido and Honshu. From releases in the Okhotsk Sea off 
southwest Kamchatka in r-1ay and June of 1965, three chums were recovered 
from the Okhotsk district and one each from Holtkaido, West Kamchatka 
and northeast Sakhalin (presumably bound for the Amur River). These 
results do not change at all the information obtained in the past 
(Fig. 2- (K)). 

One chum tagged at 60 oN, 175°E in July of 1965 "Tas recovered 
from a tributary of the Yukon River. This information is rather new 
and indicates that the North American chum migrate at least to that 
area (Fig. 2- (K)). 

(c) Pink 

It is reported that two pink salmon released in the northwest 
Pacific in 1964 were recovered from the Okhotsk district in that year 
and three tagged in the northwest Pacific, Aleutian waters and the 
Okhotsk Sea in 1965 were recovered from the east and west coasts of 
Kamchatka. Also, there is a report that one fish tagged in the Sea of 
Japan in 1965 was recovered from Primore. These ne"T data do not change 
past information. 

(d) Chinook 

One chinook tagged at 60 o N, 175°E in mid-July of 1965 .Tas 
recovered from the high seas northwest of the Komandorski Islands in 
early July of 1966. 
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